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The articles [13], [5], [18], [3], [4], [2], [1], [12], [19], [11], [14], [6], [7], [17], [16], [15], [10], [8],
and [9] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. SCHEMES

In this article we present several logical schemes. The schemeElementEqdeals with a setA and a
unary predicateP , and states that:

Let X1, X2 be elements ofA . Suppose for every setx holdsx ∈ X1 iff P [x] and for
every setx holdsx∈ X2 iff P [x]. ThenX1 = X2

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeUnOpEqdeals with a non empty setA and a unary functorF yielding a set, and

states that:
Let f1, f2 be unary operations onA . Suppose for every elementa of A holds f1(a) =
F (a) and for every elementa of A holds f2(a) = F (a). Then f1 = f2

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeTriOpEqdeals with a non empty setA and a ternary functorF yielding a set, and

states that:
Let f1, f2 be ternary operations onA . Suppose for all elementsa, b, c of A holds
f1(a, b, c) = F (a,b,c) and for all elementsa, b, c of A holds f2(a, b, c) = F (a,b,c).
Then f1 = f2

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeQuaOpEqdeals with a non empty setA and a 4-ary functorF yielding a set, and

states that:
Let f1, f2 be quadrary operations onA . Suppose for all elementsa, b, c, d of A
holds f1(a, b, c, d) = F (a,b,c,d) and for all elementsa, b, c, d of A holds f2(a, b,
c, d) = F (a,b,c,d). Then f1 = f2

for all values of the parameters.
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The schemeFraenkel1 Exdeals with non empty setsA , B, a unary functorF yielding an
element ofB, and a unary predicateP , and states that:

There exists a subsetSof B such thatS= {F (x);x ranges over elements ofA : P [x]}
for all values of the parameters.

The schemeFr 0 deals with a non empty setA , an elementB of A , and a unary predicateP ,
and states that:

P [B]
provided the parameters satisfy the following condition:

• B ∈ {a;a ranges over elements ofA : P [a]}.
The schemeFr 1 deals with a setA , a non empty setB, an elementC of B, and a unary predicate

P , and states that:
C ∈ A iff P [C ]

provided the following condition is satisfied:
• A = {a;a ranges over elements ofB : P [a]}.

The schemeFr 2 deals with a setA , a non empty setB, an elementC of B, and a unary predicate
P , and states that:

P [C ]
provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions:

• C ∈ A , and
• A = {a;a ranges over elements ofB : P [a]}.

The schemeFr 3 deals with a setA , a setB, a non empty setC , and a unary predicateP , and
states that:

A ∈ B iff there exists an elementa of C such thatA = a andP [a]
provided the parameters meet the following requirement:

• B = {a;a ranges over elements ofC : P [a]}.
The schemeFr 4 deals with non empty setsA , B, a setC , an elementD of A , a unary functor

F yielding a set, and two binary predicatesP , Q , and states that:
D ∈ F (C ) iff for every elementb of B such thatb∈ C holdsP [D,b]

provided the following requirements are met:
• F (C ) = {a;a ranges over elements ofA : Q [a,C ]}, and
• Q [D,C ] iff for every elementb of B such thatb∈ C holdsP [D,b].

2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS ON FREE-MODULES

For simplicity, we follow the rules:x is a set,K is a ring,r is a scalar ofK, V is a left module over
K, a, b, a1, a2 are vectors ofV, A, A1, A2 are subsets ofV, l is a linear combination ofA, W is a
subspace ofV, andL1 is a finite sequence of elements of Sub(V).

The following propositions are true:

(1) If K is non trivial andA is linearly independent, then 0V /∈ A.

(2) If a /∈ A, thenl(a) = 0K .

(3) If K is trivial, then for everyl holds the support ofl = /0 and Lin(A) is trivial.

(4) If V is non trivial, then for everyA such thatA is base holdsA 6= /0.

(5) If A1∪A2 is linearly independent andA1 missesA2, then Lin(A1)∩Lin(A2) = 0V .

(6) If A is base andA = A1∪A2 andA1 missesA2, thenV is the direct sum of Lin(A1) and
Lin(A2).

3. DOMAINS OF SUBMODULES

Let us considerK, V. A non empty set is called a non empty set of submodules ofV if:

(Def. 1) If x∈ it, thenx is a strict subspace ofV.
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Let us considerK, V. Then Sub(V) is a non empty set of submodules ofV.
Let us considerK, V and letD be a non empty set of submodules ofV. We see that the element

of D is a strict subspace ofV.
Let us considerK, V and letD be a non empty set of submodules ofV. Observe that there exists

an element ofD which is strict.
Let us considerK, V. Let us assume thatV is non trivial. A strict subspace ofV is said to be a

line of V if:

(Def. 2) There existsa such thata 6= 0V and it= ∏∗a.

Let us considerK, V. A non empty set is called a non empty set of lines ofV if:

(Def. 3) If x∈ it, thenx is a line ofV.

Let us considerK, V. The functor lines(V) yielding a non empty set of lines ofV is defined as
follows:

(Def. 4) x∈ lines(V) iff x is a line ofV.

Let us considerK, V and letD be a non empty set of lines ofV. We see that the element ofD is
a line ofV.

Let us considerK, V. Let us assume thatV is non trivial andV is free. A strict subspace ofV is
said to be a hiperplane ofV if:

(Def. 5) There existsa such thata 6= 0V andV is the direct sum of∏∗a and it.

Let us considerK, V. A non empty set is called a non empty set of hiperplanes ofV if:

(Def. 6) If x∈ it, thenx is a hiperplane ofV.

Let us considerK, V. The functor hiperplanes(V) yielding a non empty set of hiperplanes ofV
is defined by:

(Def. 7) x∈ hiperplanes(V) iff x is a hiperplane ofV.

Let us considerK, V and letD be a non empty set of hiperplanes ofV. We see that the element
of D is a hiperplane ofV.

4. JOIN AND MEET OF FINITE SEQUENCES OF SUBMODULES

Let us considerK, V, L1. The functor∑L1 yields an element of Sub(V) and is defined by:

(Def. 8) ∑L1 = SubJoinV ~L1.

The functor
⋂

L1 yielding an element of Sub(V) is defined as follows:

(Def. 9)
⋂

L1 = SubMeetV ~L1.

Next we state three propositions:

(12)1 Let G be a lattice. Then the join operation ofG is commutative and associative and the
meet operation ofG is commutative and associative.

(14)2 SubJoinV is commutative and associative and SubJoinV has a unity and0V = 1SubJoinV .

(15) SubMeetV is commutative and associative and SubMeetV has a unity andΩV = 1SubMeetV .

5. SUM OF SUBSETS OF MODULE

Let us considerK, V, A1, A2. The functorA1 +A2 yields a subset ofV and is defined as follows:

(Def. 10) x∈ A1 +A2 iff there exista1, a2 such thata1 ∈ A1 anda2 ∈ A2 andx = a1 +a2.

1 The propositions (7)–(11) have been removed.
2 The proposition (13) has been removed.
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6. VECTOR OF SUBSET

Let us considerK, V, A. Let us assume thatA 6= /0. A vector ofV is called a vector ofA if:

(Def. 11) It is an element ofA.

We now state three propositions:

(16) If A1 6= /0 andA1 ⊆ A2, then for everyx such thatx is a vector ofA1 holdsx is a vector of
A2.

(17) a2 ∈ a1 +W iff a1−a2 ∈W.

(18) a1 +W = a2 +W iff a1−a2 ∈W.

Let us considerK, V, W. The functorV " W yields a set and is defined by:

(Def. 12) x∈V " W iff there existsa such thatx = a+W.

Let us considerK, V, W. Observe thatV " W is non empty.
Let us considerK, V, W, a. The functora " W yielding an element ofV " W is defined by:

(Def. 13) a " W = a+W.

One can prove the following two propositions:

(19) For every elementx of V " W there existsa such thatx = a " W.

(20) a1 " W = a2 " W iff a1−a2 ∈W.

In the sequelS1, S2 denote elements ofV " W.
Let us considerK, V, W, S1. The functor−S1 yielding an element ofV " W is defined as

follows:

(Def. 14) If S1 = a " W, then−S1 = (−a) " W.

Let us considerS2. The functorS1 +S2 yields an element ofV " W and is defined by:

(Def. 15) If S1 = a1 " W andS2 = a2 " W, thenS1 +S2 = (a1 +a2) " W.

Let us considerK, V, W. The functor COMPL(W) yields a unary operation onV " W and is
defined by:

(Def. 16) (COMPL(W))(S1) =−S1.

The functor ADD(W) yielding a binary operation onV " W is defined by:

(Def. 17) (ADD(W))(S1, S2) = S1 +S2.

Let us considerK, V, W. The functorV(W) yielding a strict loop structure is defined as follows:

(Def. 18) V(W) = 〈V " W,ADD(W),0V " W〉.

Let us considerK, V, W. Observe thatV(W) is non empty.
The following proposition is true

(21) a " W is an element ofV(W).

Let us considerK, V, W, a. The functora(W) yields an element ofV(W) and is defined as
follows:

(Def. 19) a(W) = a " W.

One can prove the following three propositions:
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(22) For every elementx of V(W) there existsa such thatx = a(W).

(23) a1(W) = a2(W) iff a1−a2 ∈W.

(24) a(W)+b(W) = (a+b)(W) and 0V(W) = 0V(W).

Let us considerK, V, W. One can check thatV(W) is Abelian, add-associative, right zeroed,
and right complementable.

In the sequelS is an element ofV(W).
Let us considerK, V, W, r, S. The functorr ·S yields an element ofV(W) and is defined as

follows:

(Def. 20) If S= a(W), thenr ·S= (r ·a)(W).

Let us considerK, V, W. The functor LMULT(W) yields a function from[: the carrier ofK, the
carrier ofV(W) :] into the carrier ofV(W) and is defined as follows:

(Def. 21) (LMULT (W))(r, S) = r ·S.

7. QUOTIENT MODULES

Let us considerK, V, W. The functorV
W yields a strict vector space structure overK and is defined

by:

(Def. 22) V
W = 〈the carrier ofV(W), the addition ofV(W), the zero ofV(W), LMULT (W)〉.

Let us considerK, V, W. One can check thatVW is non empty.
The following propositions are true:

(26)3 a(W) is a vector ofVW .

(27) Every vector ofVW is an element ofV(W).

Let us considerK, V, W, a. The functor a
W yielding a vector ofVW is defined by:

(Def. 23) a
W = a(W).

One can prove the following propositions:

(28) For every vectorx of V
W there existsa such thatx = a

W .

(29) a1
W = a2

W iff a1−a2 ∈W.

(30) a
W + b

W = a+b
W andr · a

W = r·a
W .

(31) V
W is a strict left module overK.

Let us considerK, V, W. Observe thatVW is vector space-like.
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